EXPERIENCE WITH
PAST CRISES

Consumers resist the externally imposed
change in their lifestyle and consumer
behavior.

Striving to maximize the choice - more for the
same amount spent or for less.
Consumers are much more careful about their
needs.
Consumers are more price and promotion
oriented than quality oriented.
When they consider a purchase risky, they tend
to invest more in research.
Most remain loyal to the merchants.
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CONSUMER TRENDS
RESEARCH
Scope: nationwide
Period: 27-30 March 2020

Sample: 997 respondents aged 18+,
Methodology: phone & online interviews

Macroeconomic indicators
2010-2019

A decade of economic recovery after the
2007’s crisis.

Increase of the GDP and historically low
levels of unemployment.
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A parallel increase in incomes and a 46%
increase in household consumption over
the period.
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Consumer’s trust
2019-2020

After a dynamic 2019 and consumer
optimism in the Christmas period and
in January 2020, we see an already
expected collapse in March.

Assessment of the country's development
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The relationship between the
assessment of the state's development
and the expectations for the financial
state is rather weak, but in the
beginning of spring both are at very
low values.

On a micro economical level

Society is almost unanimous that the
crisis is imminent and will have a serious
impact on every aspect of our life.

On the background of official data for
increasing applications for aid in the
labor offices, more than half of the
Bulgarians fear for their jobs, and 47% of
all expect real reductions in their pay.

On a household level

The general uncertainty of the situation
and the consequences of the measures
taken reinforce the consumers’ fears.

91%

are concerned about the impact
on the economy

86%

believe that we are entering a severe financial and
economic crisis

80%

are concerned about the impact on the financial
condition of the household

47%

expect their remuneration to shrink by the end of
the year

of the employed

56%

of the employed

of all workers are afraid for their employment

60% of everyone already shares their
willingness to save money, which
inevitably leads to the shrinking of the
shopping cart.

Expense reduction in the upcoming months
40%
34%

35%

It should be borne in mind that the
consumers’ attitudes were reported in
the period before the crisis (the second
half of March), when it was not fully
developed. An evidence for that is the
relatively high proportion of those who
hesitate.

As a moderately positive finding, we can
say that 1/5 still do not lend themselves
to the negative trend.
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CONSUMPTION OF
PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES

Tоurism
Will buy (share of everyone)

The most endangered sector of all is
tourism, with the internal one having a
potential drop in customer base of
around and over 60%.

Тrips outside the country, which also are
with the lowest penetration, will be the
most affected.

Will save (share of everyone)
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Annual vacation/holiday
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Trips in the country
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Trips outiside the country
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Fast-moving consumer goods
Will save (share of everyone)

Fast-moving consumer goods will be the
category with a very high nominal collapse
in the turnover.

Will buy (share of everyone)

Food - common
Cleaning and washing products

Low-alcohol drinks are less threatened than
high-alcohol drinks.
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9%

Packed food and desserts

Non-alcoholic beverages and cosmetics are
at greatest risk.
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16%
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Non-alcohol drinks

23%

Cosmetic products

21%

Low-alcoholic beverages (beer, wine,
cider)

16%

Tobacco products

12%

Supplements

4%

High-alcoholic beverages(vodka, wiskey,
etc.)
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Children and baby products
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Culture and sports

In 2018, household spending on leisure,
culture and education increased with 18%
year-on-year compared to 2017.

In contrast, the trend is reversing and there
are expectations for a very serious drop in
the costs for cultural events.

Will buy (share of everyone)

24%

Books

8%

Cultural events - theater, concerts,
cinema, museums, exhibitions

Subscription for music and movies
platforms

A curious element of today's lifestyle is
streaming service subscriptions, which
emerges as one of the least-affected
segments.

Will save (share of everyone)

Sport and fitness

Sports products
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Services
Will buy (share of everyone)

Consumers’ cost containment will certainly
have its effects in all aspects.

The crisis will change the consumers’
lifestyles and this is clearly expressed in the
fact that restaurants and bars will be
seriously affected.

Will save (share of everyone)
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Telecommunications and internet

5%

45%

Car repair and maintenance

11%

35%

Going to restaurants/bars

25%

Telecommunications and internet costs have
the lowest possible drop.
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Cosmetic procedures
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Others
Will buy (share of everyone)

Will save (share of everyone)
92%

Electricity and heating

The share of consumers who declare
limitations in their energy costs is relatively
high.

60%

Car fuel

Medicines

Undoubtedly, the least affected, typical and
expected from the consumers’ behavior in
crises will be the costs for medicines and
health services.

17%

Other health costs (examinations, tests,
ecs.)

20%

76%
3%
47%
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63%

Clothes, shoes and accessoaries

Repair and maintenance of the house
and the garden

41%

38%
20%

POSTPONED CONSUMPTION
AND GENERAL ATTITUDES
TOWARDS THE CONSUMERS’
BEHAVIOUR

For which of the following can you say you planned during this
year but have given up for the time being:

The phenomenon of delayed consumption is
starting to pick up speed at the beginning of
the crisis.

Purchase of domestic electical appliance

12%

Purchase of appliance - laptops, computers,
smartphones, etc.

11%

Purchase of TV and audio appliance

6%

Purchase of furniture

Apart from the main categories of electrical
appliances and electronics, there is a clear
contraction in the real estate market.

9%

Purchase of a second-hand car

7%

Purchase of a brand new car

3%

Additional costs for education

The financial sector, and in particular
consumer lending, is also declining.

4%

Taking a loan

4%

Taking a mortgage
Taking a quick loan

2%
1%

Purchase of a lodging
Purchase of a vacation/village estare

4%
2%

The consumer will become more rational
and highly price sensitive.
For many people, discounts will remain a
major impetus for impulsive shopping.
The consumer will choose longer and
probably between more offers in search of
a good deal.
As buyers, we will remain curious about
new products, but will focus on the
practical and perceived benefits.
Despite forecasts of a return to local
suppliers and products, the modern
trading model is likely to continue to
dominate, driven by promotions and good
value for money on brand names.

General attitudes towards change in the consumers’ behavior
Price / quality will be my main criterion when
choosing products
I will probably buy discounted products more
often

I expect to be less likely for me to give in to my
urge to buy things that are not on my list
I expect to research the products more and
compare prices before I make a purchase
Price will have more weight in my choice
between different products
I will rarely experiment with new products and
brands
I will probably become more exigent towards
clients services
To buy more from the exclusive brands of the
supply chains

It is possible to start buying cheaper products
from less-known brands
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Positivists

Balancers

Maximizators

35-59

60+

Sofia and large cities

Large and small cities

Small cities and villages

Above average income

Average and above average incomes

Average and low incomes

20%

46%

34%

Price / quality will be my main criterion when
choosing

Price / quality will be my main criterion when
choosing

I will buy discounted products more often

I will rarely buy things that are not on my
list
I will become more demanding of
customer service

I will buy discounted products more often

SEGMENTATION

Profiles of the typical representatives

18-34

I will research and compare before purchasing

I will research and compare before purchasing
I will rarely buy things that are not on my
list

Differences

Differences

The positivists are not ready to buy discounted
products as much and won’t research before
buying

Balancers won’t easily compromise with the
brand

HOW SHOULD
WE ACT DURING
A CRISIS?

SUDDEN DECREASE IN CONSUMPTION
Price offers depersonalize!
Promo packages carry the risk of identity and unique advantage loss
FEAR AND INSECURITY
Importance of communication with internal audiences.
Keep the good spirit of the employees who remain!

RECOMMENDATIONS 1

TOURISM IS FREEZING
Sell an emotion with postponed payment
FAST-MOVING CONSUMER GOODS
Consumption changes dynamically in the course of the crisis and for some
categories the change is dramatic from peak through fall to normalization.
DECREASE IN CULTURE AND SPORTS COSTS
Does not mean a drop in cultural consumption. Growth in streaming
platforms, online games, books. Transition from offline to online format.

POSTPONED CONSUMPTION
Consumers switch to rational decision-making, BUT THIS IS NOT A
PARADIGM: It is important to maintain emotional closeness with them

RECOMMENDATIONS 2

COMMUNITY
CSR communication is a powerful tool for attracting loyal customers
Good internal communication is a prerequisite for high morale and increased
employee efficiency
WITH A VISION FOR TOMORROW
Successful post-crisis communication is based on our actions today.
AT THE PULSE OF PEOPLE
Working with up-to-date data on consumer attitudes, behaviors and
consumption is the key to developing successful communication strategies

Благодарим Ви!

